Lithium (Li) metal is one of the most promising alternative anode materials of next-generation high-energy-density batteries demanded for advanced energy storage in the coming fourth industrial revolution. Nevertheless, disordered Li deposition easily causes short lifespan and safety concerns and thus severely hinders the practical applications of Li metal batteries. Tremendous efforts are devoted to understanding the mechanism for Li deposition, while the final deposition morphology tightly relies on the Li nucleation and early growth. Here, the recent progress in insightful and influential models proposed to understand the process of Li deposition from nucleation to early growth, including the heterogeneous model, surface diffusion model, crystallography model, space charge model, and Li-SEI model, are highlighted. Inspired by the aforementioned understanding on Li nucleation and early growth, diverse anode-design strategies, which contribute to better batteries with superior electrochemical performance and dendrite-free deposition behavior, are also summarized. This work broadens the horizon for practical Li metal batteries and also sheds light on more understanding of other important metal-based batteries involving the metal deposition process.

1. Introduction

The rapid increasing demands of a wireless world derived by diverse long-lifespan electronic devices and cleaner environment with a low carbon emission promote the high-efficient storage and sustainable exploitation of clean and renewable energy based on solar, wind, wave, water, and so on. High-energy-density and safe energy storage devices are the crucial elements to encourage the development of abovementioned energy technology. Commercial lithium (Li)-ion batteries (LIBs) are gradually occupying the colossal energy storage market due to their outstanding energy density compared with heavy lead–acid batteries and nickel–cadmium batteries since it was firstly sold by a major Japanese electronics company in 1991. Even though the cathode materials of LIB undergo remarkable evolutions with continuous performance improvements, after three decades of continuous research and development, the typical LIBs employ graphite (theoretical capacity of 372 mAh g\(^{-1}\)) as the anode. The energy density of LIB progressively approaches its theoretical limit. Therefore, exploring the next generation anode materials, which can break the ceiling of theoretical capacity of LIBs, is essential for the emerging applications to achieve wireless and green world.

Li metal is highly recognized as the very promising alternative anode material due to its low electrochemical potential of \(-3.04\) V versus the standard hydrogen electrode and ultrahigh theoretical capacity of 3860 mAh g\(^{-1}\), which is almost 10 times of commercial graphite anode. Nevertheless, the disordered Li dendrite deposition during charge/discharge process motivates the dramatic fluctuation of the surface of Li anode, thus resulting in the break/repair of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) with severe phase migrations, electrolyte consumptions and thermal accumulations. The unexpected microstructural Li dendrite can easily loss the electric connection with the bulk Li or current collector and subsequently form “dead Li,” causing severe capacity loss. Moreover, Li dendrite deposition not only aggravates battery performance with low Coulombic efficiency (CE) and rapid capacity decay, but also engenders thermal runaway and even serious safety hazards caused by the internal shorting. Therefore, preventing the lithium dendrite growth plays the key role to accomplish the next-generation high-energy-density and safe Li metal batteries (LMBs).

How to suppress the Li dendrite growth raises an inescapable question: why Li tends to deposit dendritic morphology? The formation of Li dendrite undergoes two process including Li nucleation and Li growth. The growth process immediately follows nucleation and develops on the surface of nuclei with their incorporation into the structure of the Li metal lattice. Herein the final deposition morphology tightly relies on the Li nucleation and early growth. Figuring out the Li nucleation and early growth is critical to further explore the dendrite inhibition strategies for safe and long-lifespan LMBs.

Recently, many insightful and influential models have been proposed to understand the process of Li deposition from nucleation to early growth. Specifically, 1) heterogeneous model describes the heterogeneous nucleation and early growth behavior; 2) surface diffusion model demonstrates
that the Li naturally tends to 1D deposition owing to the high surface diffusion barrier; 3) crystallography model reveals the preferential single crystallographic orientation of Li deposition; 4) space charge model emphasizes the Li ion distribution directly impacts the reaction active of different sites; 5) Li-SEI model exhibits the special Li nucleation and deposition behaviors under the function of SEI (Figure 1). Overall, the Li nucleation and early growth behavior are influenced by diverse factors because of the complexity of battery system and unique characteristics of Li metal, causing great challenges for regulating Li plating compared with other metal electrodeposition. Once understanding the intrinsic mechanism of the chaotic Li deposition, especially from nucleation to early growth, we can put forward the targeted solutions to dendrite inhibition. Accordingly, the ideal dendrite inhibition strategy principles, which are inspired from the abovementioned models, are focusing on: 1) anchoring lithiophilic sites,[16] 2) enhancing surface migration,[17] 3) modifying crystallographic orientation,[18] 4) regulating Li$^+$ distribution,[19] and 5) SEI modification[20] (Figure 1). The scope herein is to provide the different Li nucleation and early growth models and the inhibition strategies of Li dendrites derived from the understanding on mechanism.

2. Li Nucleation and Early Growth Model

At the beginning of Li deposition, Li ion migrates and gets electron on the surface of a current collector, forming the initial nuclei. The subsequent Li ion deposits preferentially along with the initial nuclei, indicating the Li nucleation and early growth behavior is essential to the final Li deposition morphology.[21] Researchers have investigated the mechanism and constructed various models of Li nucleation and early growth process from different factors, which are summarized in detail as follows:

2.1. Heterogeneous Model

The current collector and the Li metal belong to heterogeneous systems. Accordingly, it is important to understand and precisely control the Li heterogeneous nucleation.[22] Ely et al. explored heterogeneous nucleation both thermodynamically and kinetically via mathematic simulation.[23] They identified heterogeneous nucleation and growth behavior into five regimes: nucleation suppression regime, long incubation time regime, short incubation time regime, early growth regime, and late growth regime. Nucleation embryos are

Figure 1. Schema of diverse models to describe Li nucleation and early growth and the corresponding dendrite inhibition deriving from the models.
thermodynamically unstable and easily disappear into the electrolyte in the nucleation suppression regime. The embryos subsequently coarsen under the Gibbs–Thomson interactions control during the long incubation time regime. Exceeding a critical regime, a short incubation time regime favors very tiny size distributions of nuclei. In the early and later growth regime, kinetically and thermodynamically stable nuclei grow into final form remaining constant growth rate. According to the analytical calculations of heterogeneous model, the dendritic growth can be prevented through: 1) polishing the electrode surface with low roughness to lengthen the incubation period, 2) optimizing the anode particle size beneath the critical thermodynamic radius, 3) controlling the plating potential below the critical value and a cycling frequency under the characteristic incubation frequency, and 4) improving the wetting nature (lithiophilicity, defined as the affinity of materials with Li species) of current collectors to Li deposition.

Inspired by the heterogeneous model, Chen et al. further enriched such model through investigating the lithiophilicity chemistry of heteroatom-doped carbon to render even heterogeneous Li nucleation via first principles calculations and experimental characterization (Figure 2a). Three key factors of electronegativity, the local dipole, and the charge transfer account for the lithiophilicity of heteroatom-doped carbon. O doping and O and B co-doping exhibit the best lithiophilicity among single-doped and co-doped carbons (Figure 2b,c), respectively. The lower nucleation overpotential and more uniform nucleation distribution in TEM images of O doped carbon frameworks further verify the excellent lithiophilicity of current collectors indeed promoting the superior nucleation. Heterogeneous model illuminates the Li nucleation behavior on the current collectors, which guides our design principle on Li hosts.

2.2. Surface Diffusion Model

In contrast of Li metal batteries which form dendrite growth during cycling, some metals (such as Mg) based secondary batteries show no evidence of instability and disordered deposition. The comparison study of the deposition behavior of Li and Mg can deepen our understanding to inhibit the chaotic deposition. A density function theory (DFT) based study on Mg and Li plating at a vacuum/metal interface affirms the stronger Mg–Mg bond than Li–Li bond, which infers that unlike Li, Mg prefers to deposit high-dimensional structures rather than 1D dendritic whiskers. Surface diffusion processes are also essential for the deposition behavior. Through the theoretical
calculation of Li, Na, and Mg. Mg exhibits the lowest diffusion barriers and thus tends to the smooth surface growth. [28] Above all, the mobility of atoms at the interface significantly impacts if dendritic deposition or not. Reducing the surface diffusion barrier and enhancing the surface migration are useful for the uniform Li deposition. [29]

2.3. Crystallography Model

The conversion of Li ion to Li atom involves the nucleation and growth of crystal. The crystallographic orientation will dramatically impact the final deposition morphology. The Li metal dendrites with the body-centered cubic (BCC) crystal structure grow along preferentially the <111> direction (49% by number), followed by <211> (32%), and <211> (19%) as faceted, single-crystalline nanowires observed via cryo-electron microscopy (Figure 3a–d). [10] This deposition behavior can be elucidated by the {110} family of planes with the lowest energy surface in the BCC crystal structure. Herein, a single-crystalline Li metal dendrite prefers facets exposing the {110} planes as the side surface. As shown in Figure 3e–g, the Li dendrite morphologies include triangular, hexagonal, and rectangular cross-sectional Li dendrite structures, respectively. Triangular and hexagonal cross section favor dendrites growing along <111>, because all three or six of the facets can expose {110} planes and therefore decrease the surface energy of Li deposition (Figure 3e,f and insets). The dendrite growing along <111> in the TEM displays a hexagonal cross section, while the dendrite growing along <110> or <211>, whose sidewalls cannot totally expose {110} facets, lengthening the rectangular cross section into the observed whisker structure in order to reduce their surface energy. Nevertheless, the morphology of Li deposition always demonstrates disordered structure not just the single-crystalline nanowires due to the presence of SEI on Li anode, which can be discussed in detail at the following section.

2.4. Space Charge Model

In 1990, Chazalviel proposed a space charge theory to interpret the Li nucleation and growth behavior. [32] This model is presented in the dilute electrolytes in which the transport of ions just considers the mobility and diffusion coefficient without the electrolyte convection. During Li plating at fast rate, the concentration of Li ion declines remarkably. The Li ion depletion on the surface of anode induces a huge space charge, resulting in the Li dendrite growth.

As Figure 4 shown, Chazalviel et al. calculated the ion concentrations and electrostatic potential in a thin rectangular symmetrical cell. Region I (occurring in bulk electrolyte) and Region II (occurring on the surface of electrode and accounting for a tiny area around the electrode) are defined. In the Region II, there is an ion-depleted region near the electrode where the potential relatively declines, leading to a space charge \( Z_{\text{ionic}}C_0 \)
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Figure 3. a–c) Li metal dendrites and their corresponding SAED patterns (insets) growing along <111> (a), <110> (b), <211> (c). d) Statistics showing preferred growth direction. e–g) SEM images of triangular (e), hexagonal (f), and rectangular (g) cross-sectional structures for Li dendrites. a–g) Reproduced with permission. [30] Copyright 2017, The Authors, published by American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Figure 4. a) Scheme of the cell. b) Profile of the ion concentrations \( C \) and of the electrostatic potential \( V \) simulated by the space charge model in the hypothetical case of homogeneous deposition with negligible growth of the cathode. a,b) Reproduced with permission.\(^{[32]}\) Copyright 1990, American Physical Society.

and thus dendritic growth. According to the Chazalviel’s theory, dendrite growth starts at a time close to the Sand’s time\(^{[31]}\) which describes that the concentration of cations drops to zero and the potential diverges. The Sand model is widely accepted to give a simple relationship between the Sand’s time and diffusion constant. Assuming the electrolyte is binary and introducing the ambipolar diffusion constant, the Sand’s time was evaluated by Rosso et al. as follows\(^{[34]}\)

\[
\tau_s = \pi D \left( \frac{C_0 Z_c}{2 J} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\mu_a + \mu_c}{\mu_a} \right)^2
\]

where \( \tau \) is the time once Li dendrites starting to grow, \( D \) is diffusion coefficient, \( C_0 \) is the initial concentration of cations, \( Z_c \) is the charge number of cations, \( \mu_a \) and \( \mu_c \) are the anionic and cationic mobility, \( J \) is effective electrode current density. This equation indicates that the following strategies, including lower effective local current density, higher Li salt concentration in the electrolyte and larger transference number of Li ion, contribute to dendrite inhibition, which is also verified experimentally in many research results.

2.5. Li SEI Model

The presence of SEI aggravates the complication of Li deposition behavior compared with other metal deposition.\(^{[35]}\) On the one hand, the SEI instantly forms above the surface of anode at the beginning of Li nucleation. The Li ions need to diffuse through SEI with higher diffusion barrier than electrolyte and convert to the metallic Li under the stress of SEI.\(^{[36]}\) On the other hand, the fragile SEI will split open due to ununiform Li deposition causing local pressure increasing and expose the fresh Li which can react with electrolyte and form new weak SEI.\(^{[37]}\) Chen et al. designed ingenious model experiments to control the rate-determining step through forming a series of SEI with different Li diffusion rate (through forming different amount of high ionic conductivity of SEI component) and altering the reaction rate (though changing the applied current density).\(^{[38]}\) Consequently, they found that the diffusion-controlled process tended to dendritic Li deposition while the reaction-controlled process leaded to spherical Li deposition (Figure 5a,b). This observation can provide the helpful guidelines for tailoring the Li deposition through enhancing the ionic conductivity of SEI.

Not only the diffusion rate of SEI\(^{[39]}\), the stress under the SEI and the fracture of SEI significantly influence the Li deposition process.\(^{[40]}\) Kushima et al.\(^{[41]}\) introduced in situ environmental transmission electron microscopy (ETEM) observation of Li nucleation and early growth under the presence of SEI and separated the Li dendrite growth into the following stage (Figure 5c): 1) Spherical Li nucleus emerges at the surface and grows with its diameter proportional to square root of the time, which suggests that the process is diffusion limitation as the function of SEI layer. 2) The Li whisker grows from its root and pushes the initial deposition away from the electrode because the SEI at the root is thinner and therefore Li ion preferentially deposits at the root with higher diffusion rate. 3) The growth rate decreases due to thickening of SEI on the new Li deposition. 4) A kink is developed on the whisker dividing it into two segments under the accumulated stress under the SEI. The newly formed segment still grows from the root and pushes the preexisting portion of the whiskers remaining the same diameter. The influence of SEI fracture is further considered when establishing the Li nucleation and early growth models. Thirumalraj et al.\(^{[42]}\) developed a Li-SEI model contemplating a 3D diffusion-controlled instantaneous process (\( J_{\text{3D-DC}} \)) with the synchronous reduction of electrolyte decomposition (\( J_{\text{SEI}} \)) because of the SEI fracture to investigate the Li nucleation and early growth mechanism as follows

\[
J_{\text{total}} (t) = J_{\text{3D-DC}} (t) + J_{\text{SEI}} (t)
\]

\[
= \left( \frac{a}{\sqrt{b}} \right) \left( 1 - \exp(at) \right) + d \left( 1 - \exp \left( -c \left( t - 1 - \frac{\exp(-gt)}{g} \right) \right) \right)
\]

where \( a = \frac{\pi F J}{\sqrt{\pi}} \), \( c = N_0 \pi F J \frac{8 \pi C_m D M}{\rho} \), \( d = \frac{\pi F J}{\sqrt{\pi}} \), \( g = N \).

The Li-SEI model elicits the important kinetic parameters such as diffusion coefficient (\( D \)), number of nucleation sites (\( N_0 \)), and rate constant of electrolyte decomposition because of the SEI fracture to investigate the Li nucleation and early growth mechanism as follows...
of SEI fracture ($k_{SEI}$) occurring during Li plating. Notably, $J_{SEI}$ enhances corresponding with time, suggesting that the $J_{SEI}$ deriving from the electrolyte decomposition raises with time as results of the SEI fracture during Li deposition. Besides, both $D$ and $k_{SEI}$ increase as the overpotential, implying the more serious SEI fracture at higher overpotential (Figure 5d). Moreover, several atomistic modeling works via molecular dynamics simulations are made to describe the Li growth behavior at the presence of SEI fracture.\(^{[44]}\)

According to recent experimental and theoretical works, the structural uniformity\(^{[45]}\) and mechanical strength\(^{[46]}\) of SEI play the highly important role to directly influence Li ion diffusion and prevent the SEI fracture.\(^{[47]}\) Specifically, the structural non-uniformity of SEI, including the different thicknesses in space and chemical inhomogeneity induced by complicated compound in the actual SEI, promptly disturbs the distribution of Li ion flux.\(^{[48]}\) While the SEI with low mechanical strength will break easily when the fluctuation of anode surface occurs due to the ununiform Li$^+$ distribution and the subsequent spot accumulation.\(^{[49]}\) The fresh Li metal subsequently exposes through the cracks where the competitive reaction between both electrolyte deposition and lithium dendrite growth can occur immediately due to the thermodynamic activity of Li metal (Figure 6a). Figuring out the dominant factors for the failure of SEI can enhance our understanding to rational design the practical SEI for dendrite inhibition. Shen et al. described the influence of structural uniformity and mechanical strength through an electrochemical-mechanical model (coupling stress, diffusion, electric fields, and electrochemical reactions) via the finite-element method (FEM) (Figure 6b).\(^{[50]}\) The structural uniformity is the most important factor to stabilize the SEI, while the strength modulus is very serviceable just under about 3.0 GPa with a low current density (Figure 6c). Summarily, the Li-SEI model deepens our understanding on SEI design with structural uniformity, high diffusion coefficient and appropriate mechanical strength for dendrite-free LMBs.

To sum up, we have summarized insightful models, which focus on diverse aspects (such as Li$^+$ distribution on surface of anode, crystal orientation, and the function of SEI), to describe Li nucleation and early growth from the nature of the Li deposition. Actually, the external conditions in effecting the Li nucleation and early growth are also explored, including the applied external pressure, current density, and temperature. The higher applied external pressure (~850 kPa) can destroy the dominant...
crystal orientation of Li, leading to 2D electroplating of Li.\(^\text{[51]}\)

The current density and temperature are reported to impact the Li nucleus size and shape.\(^\text{[52]}\) Above external condition will influence the Li nucleation and early growth process both thermodynamically and kinetically and thus effect the final Li deposition morphology.

### 3. Dendrite Inhibition Strategies

#### 3.1. Anchoring Lithiophilic Sites for Uniform Nucleation

As a similar concept of hydrophilia, lithiophilicity is defined as the affinity of Li species with host materials, which was first raised by Cui and co-workers and then attracted worldwide attention.\(^\text{[53]}\) They studied series of 11 elemental substrate materials: Au, Ag, Zn, Al, Pt, Mg, Si, Sn, C, Ni, and Cu. Cu foil is a common current collector for anode and some metals (Cu and Ni) cannot react with Li while others can form an alloy phase with Li. The overpotential between the two electrodes in the first galvanostatic deposition of Li metal is divided charge transfer overpotential, mass-transfer overpotential, reaction overpotential, and nucleation overpotential. The nucleation overpotential, which exists only in the transitory nucleation stage at the initial Li deposition, is employed to evaluate the lithiophilicity of materials. As shown in Figure 7a, Cu, Ni, C, Sn, and Si substrates display clear nucleation overpotential. For Cu and Ni, the huge nucleation overpotential comes from the large thermodynamic mismatch between Li and substrate. Even though C, Sn, and Si substrates can form alloy with Li, the alloy compound contains a high percentage of Li, whose crystal structure still differs from the Li. Hence, the nucleation barrier also needs to be overcome on abovementioned substrate. While Au, Ag, Zn, and Mg substrates exhibit zero nucleation overpotential after fully lithiated, effectively eliminating nucleation barriers (Figure 7b). Consequently, above metals can be adopted as lithiophilic sites for Li preferentially nucleating to regulate uniform nucleation and even subsequently growth. The principle of Li metal nucleation guided Cui and co-workers constructed a nano-capsuled anode composed by hollow carbon spheres with nanoparticle Au seeds inside (Figure 7c). Selective deposition, where lithium metal chiefly grows inside the hollow carbon spheres under the function of Au seeds, prevents Li dendrite growth and exhibits high CE of 98% for more than 300 cycles. Inspired by above-mentioned strategies, Ag nanowires assembled on interconnected 3D graphene skeletons regulate uniform Li deposition and renders long-lifespan half cells and LiNi0.5Co0.2Mn0.3O2 (NCM523) full cells (Figure 8a).

Zn clusters homogeneously confined and dispersed in carbonized metal–organic frameworks are acted as uniform lithiophilic sites to guide Li deposition and therefore exhibit superior electrochemical performance with ultralow potential hysteresis and
longer cycle life (Figure 8b).

Mg nanoparticles anchored on separator serving as the lithiophilic sites to guide regular Li crystal during the nucleation and early growth process demonstrate a high capacity retention of 80% after 400 cycles in Li | LiCoO2 full cells (Figure 8c) and ultrafine Li seeds pre-plated on the current collectors can also contribute to decrease the nucleation barriers and therefore render even Li deposition (Figure 8d).

The heteroatom dopes are also served as promising lithiophilic sites to guide Li nucleation. Zhang et al. preformed an innovative matrix containing uniform nitrogen dopes as lithiophilic sites to render even Li nucleation (Figure 9a). DFT was used to probe the interactions between the Li atom and Cu or diverse function groups. The main nitrogen-containing functional groups of the nitrogen-doped graphene (NG) are pyridinic nitrogen and pyrrolic nitrogen, which demonstrate comparably larger binding energies of $-4.26$ and $-4.46$ eV than Cu of $-2.57$ eV and graphene of $-3.64$ eV (Figure 9b). Therefore, the NG endowing enough lithiophilic sites regulates uniform Li nucleation and dendrite-free deposition. The precise lithiophilic sites attribute to the porphyrin units conjugated with four electron-rich pyrrolic nitrogen atoms in POF. The incredible lithiophilicity of POF even beyond Li nuclei is verified via both strong binding energy in DFT calculation and evener nucleation and smaller nucleation overpotential in experimental phenomenon and therefore rendering the uniform Li deposition (Figure 9d). The precise nucleation regulation can also be achieved by the atomically dispersed CoN$_x$-doped graphene as the Li hosts (Figure 9e).

Animated by the strong lithiophilicity of pyrrolic and pyridinic nitrogen, Zhang and co-workers further developed precise design of lithiophilic sites in regard to their geometrical position and chemical structure at atomic level. A framework porphyrin (POF) with precise lithiophilic sites is introduced into the Li hosts to accurately regulate uniform nucleation and dendrite-free deposition. The precise lithiophilic sites attribute to the porphyrin units conjugated with four electron-rich pyrrolic nitrogen atoms in POF. The incredible lithiophilicity of POF even beyond Li nuclei is verified via both strong binding energy in DFT calculation and evener nucleation and smaller nucleation overpotential in experimental phenomenon and therefore rendering the uniform Li deposition (Figure 9d). The precise nucleation regulation can also be achieved by the atomically dispersed CoN$_x$-doped graphene as the Li hosts (Figure 9e).

The coordination between Co and N in the host can not only significantly control the local electronic structure and thus improve the adsorption of Li ions, but also advocate higher dispersion of Co atoms into graphene. As a result, the extraordinary uniform lithium behavior was observed through ex-situ TEM (Figure 9f). Other heteroatom dopants (such as oxygen, bromine, and sulfur) and metal oxide also demonstrate the lithiophilicity where Li preferentially deposits. For instance, Duan et al. designed a lithiophilic 3D matrix fabricated by Br-doped graphene-like film integrated with the Cu foam. The extraordinary lithiophilicity of CuBr- and Br-doping sites and
the low Li diffusion barrier on the anode surface of generated LiBr lead to pancake-like Li seeds and growth and improve electrochemical performance.[65]

However, unlimited increase of the amount of lithiophilic sites in the Li hosts inevitably causes side effects which are harmful for Li plating. Specifically, introducing the abovementioned insulating lithiophilic species via material composition or heteroatom doping decreases the integral conductance of Li hosts. The excessive insulating lithiophilic species will hinder electron conduction during charge/discharge process and in reverse aggravate Li dendrite growth. Herein, Chen et al. systematically explored the synergistic effect of lithiophilicity and conductance for rational design of Li hosts to realize dendrite-free Li metal anode.[68] Considering the liphiliophlicity on 2D scale is not enough but also including the vertical distribution of lithiophilicity on integral anode. Gradient-distribution of nucleation seeds on Li hosts are further designed to better render controllable Li deposition.[69]

According to extensive research, it is undeniable that anchoring lithiophilic sites can efficiently render homogenous nucleation and thus dendrite-free Li deposition since the nucleation process plays a very important role for the final deposition.[60c,70] However, the subsequent deposition process also notably impacts the following deposition behavior during repeated cyclings. Herein, anchoring the lithiophilic sites need to synergy with other methods to control the integral deposition process.[70]
Figure 9. a) Scheme of the Li nucleation and subsequent plating process on NG electrode and Cu foil electrode. b) Binding energy of a Li atom with Cu, graphene, and different functional groups of NG. c–e) Schematic diagrams of Li nucleation on NGCF (c), Li host with strong lithiophilicity (d), and CoNₓ material and preferential Li nucleation sites (e). The carbon, nitrogen, and cobalt are marked in gray, blue, and deep pink, respectively. f) TEM image of Li nucleation sites on CoNₓ at 0.1 mA cm⁻² for 5 min. a,b) Reproduced with permission.[59] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. c) Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. d) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).[62] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by Science and Technology Review Publishing House. e,f) Reproduced with permission.[63] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
3.2. Enhancing Surface Migration

Surface diffusion barrier is an important factor for Li dendrite inhibition inspired by surface diffusion model. Ozhabes et al. calculated the diffusion barriers and surface energies of typical SEI inorganic species, including multivalent (Li$_2$O, Li$_2$CO$_3$), layered (LiOH), and halide (LiF, LiCl, LiBr, LiI).[72] As shown in Figure 10a, in contrast of the low surface energy and high surface diffusion barrier of Li$_2$CO$_3$, the Li halide demonstrates higher surface energy and lower surface diffusion barrier, which is preferable to induce a dendrite-free behavior. Accordingly, Lu et al. found that the existence of lithium halides, especially LiF, at the electrolyte/lithium metal interface, could significantly improve the lifespan of batteries,[73] without any signs of uncontrollable deposition over hundreds of cycles and thousands of operating hours (Figure 10b–d). Similarly, LiFs are introduced in the electrolyte/Li metal interphase through diverse methods,[74] such as FEC decomposition,[75] gaseous Freon R134a reaction,[76] and chemical pretreatments,[77] which further verifies that enhancing the surface migration is essential for Li deposition morphology. Besides Li halide, the Al$_2$O$_3$,[78] and nanodiamonds[79] also form a low diffusion barrier to ensure the fast diffusion rate and strengthen the SEI film during cycling.

3.3. Modifying Crystallographic Orientation

The nature preferred <111> crystallographic orientation of Li metal exacerbates the single-crystal nanowire Li growth. Biomineralization is a universal phenomenon in nature to fabricate hierarchically structured minerals guided by biomolecules, especially the stereochemical side chains within them.[80] The eggshell membrane (ESM) is a typical biomacromolecule which can regulate oriented growth of CaCO$_3$ kinetically and thermodynamically and form eggshell with calcified
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**Figure 10.** a) The surface diffusion barrier and the surface energy of various lithium component materials. Reproduced with permission.[72] Copyright 2015, The Authors. b) d.c. ionic conductivity of 1 M (1 − $y$)LiTFSI + $y$LiX-PC electrolyte with different LiF mole percentages ($y \times 100\%$) versus the temperature. The inset displays the liquid–solid surface energy and contact angle as a function of LiF mole fraction. c,d) SEM images of Li anode morphology in contact without (c) and with (d) LiF in electrolyte after 100 h cycling at the current density of 0.38 mA cm$^{-2}$. e) $T_{SC}$ (representing short-circuit time) versus the current density $J$ in the electrolyte of 1 M (1 − $y$)LiTFSI + $y$LiX-PC with $y = 0.3$ and X = F, Cl, Br and I. The error bars are standard deviations about the mean values obtained from six independent measurements performed under the same conditions. a–e) Reproduced with permission.[73] Copyright 2014, Springer Nature
crystallization. Accordingly, the trifluoroethanol-modified ESM (TESM) is employed effectively to regulate orientation deposition through cryo-TEM.[18] The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of Li microsphere deposited with the function of TESM from the [001] zone axis direction demonstrates a lattice spacing of 2.48 Å, which matches properly with the {110} planes of Li (Figure 11a–c). As shown in Figure 10d–f, Li also nucleates from {211} planes. The atomic observation clearly confirms the typical dendritic growth along the <111> direction is suppressed while the Li microspheres grow predominantly along the <110> and <211> direction under the function of TESM. The controlled Li deposition morphology therefore promotes outstanding electrochemical performance. When paired with LFP cathode, full cells with TESM demonstrate improved cycling stability even with high loading of LFP of 3 mAh cm⁻² and a low N/P ratio of 3.3 (Figure 11g).

### 3.4. Regulating the Li Ion Distribution

A lot of previous experimental and theoretical works substantiate that the rapid depletion of Li ion on the anode surface induces the Li ion preferentially reaction on the tip of initial nucleation with relative more Li ions under the dual function of electric and concentration fields.[81] Consequently, it is of significance to inhibit the Li dendrite growth by maintaining the Li ion supplication via enhancing the $C_0$ and $t^+$ and artificial regulation of Li ion distribution on the surface of anode.

The battery electrolyte concentrations of around 1.0 M are adopted generally due to the highest ionic conductivity of the electrolyte at this concentration. However, the Li deposition at a high current density will exhaust the quantities of Li ions available for obtaining electrons on the anode surface. Increasing the Li ion concentration can obviously alleviate the Li ion

---

Figure 11. a,d) Cryo-TEM images of Li deposition in the existence of TESM. b,e) The corresponding HRTEM images of marked area in (a) and (d) along the [001] and [111] zone axes, respectively. c,f) The measured lattice spacing in (b) and (e), severally. g) Cycling performance of Li | LFP full cells with a capacity ratio of N/P ratio around 3.3 at 1 C (1 C = 170 mA g⁻¹). a–g) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/4.0/).[18] Copyright 2020, The Authors, published by Springer Nature.
storage. Generally, unlimited increasing the concentration of Li salts apparently results in the decline of ionic conductivity and the increase of viscosity in electrolyte (Figure 12a). Nevertheless, various unusual functionalities, including high reductive stability, high oxidative stability, Al anti-corrosion, high thermal stability, high carrier density, fast electrode reaction, low volatility, and low polysulfide dissolution, have been discovered at highly concentrated electrolytes (HCEs), thus attracting much attention recently. Qian et al. utilized the HCEs consisted by ether solvents and the salt lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI or LiN(SO₂F)₂) to achieve dendrite-free Li anode (Figure 12b,c). The superior performance of HCEs attributes not only increasing the high Li⁺ on the surface of anode, but also improving the reductive stability of electrolyte owing to shortage of available reactive solvent and sacrificial anion (Figure 12d). Unfortunately, their practical applications are obstructed by the high viscosity, the poor wettability on electrodes and separators, and the high material costs. To further address these issues, many efforts have been took to develop a new class of localized high-concentration electrolytes (LHCEs) by adding a diluent (such as bis(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl)ether (BTFE), hydrofluoroether (HFE), tris (2,2,2-trifluoroethyl) orthoformate (TFEO) in the HCEs. After dilution, the concentration of Li⁺ deceases. Accordingly, the LHCEs can overcome the abovementioned challenges associated with HCEs, while cannot sacrifice the high CE and dendrite-free behavior.

Low cation transference number (t⁺) of electrolyte induces a large Li⁺ concentration gradient on the surface of anode, thus causing huge space charge and Li dendrite growth according to the space charge model. Herein, engineering the electrolyte with high t⁺ provides attractive candidates for increasing the safety and lifespan of LMBs.

Immobilizing anions in the electrolyte is widely adopted to contribute to enhance the t⁺ and therefore stable electrodeposition from many recent works. Concretely, a flexible anion-immobilized solid-state composite electrolyte synthesized by a
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**Figure 12.** a) Typical ionic conductivity curve in aprotic solvent mixture with different concentration of Li salt. Reproduced with permission. b,c) SEM images of Li deposition morphology on Cu foils at the current density of 1.0 mA cm⁻² after 1.5 h in the electrolyte of 1 M LiPF₆-PC (b) and 4 M LiFSI-DME (c). The insets show Cu foils after Li deposition with the diameter of 2 cm. d) Cyclic voltammograms of Li plating/stripping in different electrolytes adopting Pt disk as the working electrode and a Li metal as reference and counter electrode. The scale rate was 50 mV s⁻¹. b–d) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0). Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)–lithium bis(trifluoromethylsulphonyl) imide (LiTFSI)–LLZTO (PLL) filled with garnet-type Al-doped Li6.75La3Zr1.75Ta0.25O12 (LLZTO) ceramic particles was designed to protect Li metal anodes. The crystallization of PEO is dramatically reduced and anions are effectively immobilized owing to their interactions with ceramic particles and polymer matrix (Figure 13a). As Figure 13b shows, the PLL composite electrolyte with 40% LLZTO exhibits a high $t^+$ of 0.58, significantly enhancing than typical carbonate and ether electrolyte.

Single- or near-single-ion conducting electrolyte based on Nafion and ceramics are widely recognized as promising alternatives owing to their thermal and chemical stability and outstanding mechanical strength. Specifically, Xu et al. constructed an artificial dual-phase single-ion-conducting interface (donated as LLN) containing soft lithiated Nafion components and rigid garnet Al-doped LLZTO (Figure 13c). Both lithiated Nafion and garnet Al-doped LLZTO not only exhibit the single-ion-conducting but ultrahigh chemical and electrochemical stability, which endow the LLN with high $t^+$ of 0.82. Besides, the bottom layer of garnet Al-doped LLZTO sustains the high mechanical rigidity while the top layer of Li–Nafion maintains the noticeable flexibility, synergistically building an “internal-rigid” and “outer-flexible” layer to tolerate the dramatic fluctuation of Li metal anode during continuous Li plating/stripping.

Artificial regulation of Li ion distribution is another important method to directly control the ion distribution on the surface of anode. Cs$^+$ can absorb on the tip of initial nucleation while cannot be reduced due to its equilibrium potential lower than Li$^+$ deposition potential (Figure 14a). Moreover, the repulsion between Li$^+$ and Cs$^+$ pushes the Li$^+$ distributes at the concaves and therefore fills up the surface of Li anode. Integrated electrode design strategies are further proposed to artificial regulation ion distribution. 3D glass fiber (GF) cloths with large amount of polar functional groups (Si–O, O–H, O–B) are utilized. The interfacial interaction between Li ions and GF cloths (modeled as quartz SiO$_2$ (110)) is explored through a computational perspective based on DFT. Compared plane of Cu (111) and step site on Cu (111), the SiO$_2$ demonstrates the highest binding energy of 3.99 eV. Such strong interaction drives Li ion absorbed by GF cloths. FEM simulation is further adopted to describe the distribution of Li ion on 2D Cu foil with/without GF cloths. Consequently, the Li ions near the bumps on Cu foil are uniformly distributed owing to the strong interactions between Li ions and GF cloths (Figure 14b). Besides the utilization of chemical force, External physical force is another key factor in homogenizing Li ion. Introducing Lorentz force (Figure 14c) and ultrasonic waves (Figure 14d) during the deposition process have been also confirmed to modulate even Li ion distribution. The abovementioned artificial strategies prove to guide the Li ion distribution and therefore prevent the Li dendrite growth.

3.5. SEI Modification: Fast Li$^+$ Diffusion Rate, Stress-Release, Mechanical Strength, and Structural Uniformity

The ionic conductivity of SEI is several orders of magnitude lower than of the liquid electrolyte, so the Li$^+$ diffusion through the SEI...
is the rate-determining step of Li\(^+\) diffusion process. Enhancing the amount of higher ionic conductivity of the SEI components (Li\(_2\)S/Li\(_2\)Se\[^{101}\], Li\(_3\)N\[^{102}\], LiI\[^{103}\], Li\(_3\)PS\(_4\)^{104}\) and Li\(_2\)TeS\(_3\)^{105}\) can maintain the Li deposition under the reaction-controlled condition and therefore regulating the compact Li deposition morphology. Liu et al. employed a Li\(^+\) conductive Li\(_2\)S/Li\(_2\)Se protection layer to protect Li anode with a dendrite-free deposition behavior over 900 h\[^{100}\]. Liang and co-workers fabricated a Li\(_3\)P\(_2\)S\(_4\)
from LiI and Li$_3$PS$_4$, which demonstrated electrochemical stability up to 10 V versus Li/Li$^+$ and rapid ion conduction.[106] Under the function of SEI, accumulated stress of Li metal anode beneath the SEI drives the Li to deposit the Li whisker preferentially occurring on the sites where the SEIs are thin or even defective. It is logical to release or control the local stress beneath the SEI. Wang et al.[40b] found that the Li plating on the Cu current collectors supported by soft substrate demonstrated 2D wrinkle patterns owing to the stress relief mechanism (Figure 15a) and revealed the function of compressive stress in Li dendrite formation through a stress-driven dendrite growth model, which was postulated by the following factors: 1) plating-induced compressive stress, 2) surface passivation by the SEI, 3) the presence of subsurface planar defects, 4) the extremely high room-temperature diffusivity of Li (Figure 15b,c). The rate of filament growth is given by $v_{\text{filament}} = J V_{\text{Li}}/\pi r^2$, where $V_{\text{Li}}$ is the molar volume of Li and the $r$ is the filament radius, which can be measured through SEM images under different substrates (Figure 15d). The critical

![Figure 15.](image-url)
condition for dendrite growth is $v_{\text{filament}} > v_{\text{plating}}$ ($v_{\text{plating}} = JV_{\text{Li/F}}$). The calculated $v_{\text{filament}}$ and $v_{\text{plating}}$ results are shown in Figure 14e, where the $v_{\text{filament}}$ is much larger than $v_{\text{plating}}$ on hard Cu foils ($\theta = 100$ MPa) while $v_{\text{filament}}$ is less than $v_{\text{plating}}$ on soft substrates ($\theta = 2.3$ MPa), corresponding the dendrite morphology on hard Cu foils while 2D wrinkle patterns on soft substrates. Therefore, they designed a 3D soft scaffold under the guidance of the stress relaxation mechanism on Li metal anode, which exhibited expectable electrochemical performance in LFP full cell.

Enhancing the mechanical strength of SEI is also considered to control the stress and tolerate the lithium dendrite growth. The artificial SEI composed of polymer, inorganic ceramics, and their hybrids is utilized to enhance its mechanical strength. However, in the section 2.5, the high mechanical strength of SEIs have limited effects on dendrite inhibition, which could be also proved in Zhao et al.'s work. They compared the Al$_2$O$_3$ composite separator with the Young's modulus of 9.60 GPa and LLZTO composite separator with Young's modulus of 2.08 GPa and found the dendrite morphology on hard Cu foils while 2D wrinkle patterns on soft substrates. The adequate heterogeneous grain boundaries among LiF, LiN$_x$O$_y$, and Li$_2$O, which dominate in the components of FN-SEI, demonstrate clear spatial distributions vertically, leading to uniform and rapid Li deposition. As a result, the FN-SEI in rigor practical Li | NCM523 cell afford to a capacity retention of 83% after 150 cycles in contrast of 4 cycles protected by pristine SEI (Figure 17b). Considering thoroughly the SEI factor of mechanical strength, Li diffusion rate, and structural uniformity, Li et al. designed an artificial composite SEI incorporating MnO$_2$ nanosheets with mechanical strength and high diffusion rate uniformly distributed in PEO (Figure 17c). Xu et al. ration-ally hybridized an artificial protective layer (denoted as APL) composed of poly(vinylidene fluoride-hexafluoro propylene)
(PVDF-HFP) and LiF particle. The APL demonstrates high mechanical modulus, superb shape compliance, and high ionic conductivity. (Figure 17d). With an APL-protected LMA, Li | LFP full cells display 2.5 times longer lifespan compared with bare Li anode and high CEs.

To sum up, the presence of SEI makes the Li deposition process completely differ from other metal (such as Cu, Cr, Fe, Au, and Ag) in the electroplating industry. Although there are SEIs definitely between the Li anode and electrolyte owing to the ultralow electrochemical potential and high exchange current of Li metal, SEI modification emerges as an indispensable and promising strategy to regulation Li nucleation and deposition. Through fundamental understanding and experimental research on SEI above, the SEI-modification principle can follow (Figure 18): 1) fast Li⁺ diffusion rate to guide Li deposition process under the reaction-controlled condition; 2) releasing compressive stress[116] and 3) releasing enough mechanical strength[117] of SEI to hinder SEI cracking due to the accumulated pressure under the SEI; and 4) uniform enough to maintain the homogeneous Li⁺ diffusion through SEI.

4. Conclusions and Perspective

Undoubtedly, next-generation high-energy-density batteries represented by LMBs will play a vital role in the fourth industrial revolution according to the wide high-energy-density demands brought by the Internet of Things. Disordered Li deposition dramatically hinders the practical use of LMBs. Understanding the Li deposition, especially from nucleation to early growth, is an essential step to prevent the Li dendrite growth. Though the researchers’ arduous efforts, the different models, including the heterogeneous model, surface diffusion model, crystallography model, space charge model and Li-SEI model are raised to...
reveal the mechanism of Li deposition from different aspects. Diverse dendrite inhibition strategies inspired from the above-mentioned models are summarized in this article. Specifically, 1) anchoring lithiophilic sites on the current collectors to guild uniform Li nucleation, 2) enhancing the surface diffusion to regulate 2D deposition, 3) modifying the crystallographic orientation of Li to prevent single-crystal Li growth, 4) homogenizing Li\(^+\) distribution to hinder local fast plating, and 5) fabricating robust and uniform SEI to protect Li anode contribute to better batteries with superior electrochemical performance and dendrite-free deposition behavior.

However, the fundamental understanding of the following Li stripping and subsequent plating/stripping process is insufficient because a commercial battery needs to go through around 800–10 000 cycles of tempering. Concretely, 1) Li stripping behavior under different outer conditions\cite{18} (such as applied external pressure, current density, and temperature), including the prior reaction sites, the rate-determined step (solid migration, charge transfer, Li diffusion in SEI or Li diffusion in bulk electrolyte), and the detailed influence of different outer conditions. 2) The reversibility of Li conversion. The CE of LMBs is basically under 85\%\cite{19} at first cycles and maintains around 90–99\% at the following cycles until fast decay. The irreversible capacities of LMBs are interpreted as the formation of SEI and “dead Li” from recent research.\cite{20} How to improve the reversibility of Li deposition need more understanding on the Li stripping process. 3) The role of SEI during Li plating/stripping. At the beginning of Li plating, the electrolyte on Li oxidation and dissolution in the liquid electrolyte constructs SEI on the surface of anode.\cite{21} How the initial SEI morphology impacts the Li nucleation behavior is still unknown. During Li stripping process, the Li atoms lost electrons and convert to Li ions under the SEI. Subsequently, the Li ions diffuse through the SEI to bulk electrolyte. Besides, the SEI is not static during Li stripping. SEI covered on the Li anode will collapse and significantly change in geometry when the Li strips beneath the SEI, which complicates the impact of SEI. How the influence and evolution of SEI during Li stripping need to be further investigated.

4) The continuous-effectivity of Li deposition regulation strategies. Each cycle of LMBs are companied by a Li deposition process, while the subsequent Li deposition process is based on the anode covered with SEI and “dead Li” undergoing previous cycles. Consequently, the lifespan of the dendrite inhibition strategies is also needed to be further explored and enhanced.

The renaissance of LMBs expand our views on Li deposition behavior, which promotes the development of dendrite inhibition strategies for safe and long-lifespan LMBs in turn. There is still a long way to go. More investigation and fundamental understanding for dendrite-free Li anode require the multidisciplinary cooperation from chemistry, materials, physics, nanotechnology, and engineering, which also strive to inspire the development of other important metal-based batteries involving the metal deposition process.
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